
Quick Coffee Grab
This scenario involves grabbing coffee often and then 

immediately leaving. The user would usually use the sidebar, drop 

money in the box, and leave for other matters. Sometimes, during 

times of low traffic, they may order the normal way.  For example, 

Professor Maria usually grabs the same few kinds of coffee every 

day before her 8AM lecture class.  Quick coffee grab users usually 

care less about coffee quality and price, but more about 

convenience and speed.  These users will most likely use the 

website for checking hours.  Users that might execute the quick 

coffee grab are the potential customer and customer on the go.
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Office Hours & Work
This scenario involves an instructor, TA, or student using this area 

for office hours or work.  For example, socializer-instructor 

Andrew Wiggin holds office hours in the Art of Expresso area. 

 Users such as Andrew would look for a quiet and sustainable 

location with enough area to speak to students comfortably and 

get some work done.  Users that might use this area for office 

hours or work include the socializer and potential customer.



Socializing
This scenario usually involves two users grabbing coffee and 

speaking to each other.  For example, socializer Andrew Wiggin 

often goes through this scenario when meeting and talking to 

other students and faculty about various topics.  These users 

usually care more about the ambience and environment of the 

location, and would likely use the website to share its location 

with a friend.  Users that might socialize include the potential 

customer and socializer.
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Catering
This scenario involves an organizing member looking for food 

and/or drinks to provide for an event.  For example, Jenny 

regularly schedules coffee catering for her faculty club meetings. 

 Catering scenario users generally care about accessibility, price, 

and quality, and would look for accessible information on 

quantity, quality and price on the website, along with easily 

accessible contact info for inquiries.  Users of the catering 

scenario are the event planner, socializer, and potential customer.
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